TRAVEL-DIARY
taurant'. (The 4Wee Golf is so-called because it has, or
had, a midget golf-course on the premises. There is also
a 'Majestic Golf Restaurant' further down the street.)
The singsong girls are not, as we had at first imagined,
professional prostitutes. Indeed, it is very difficult to
start an affair with one of them. Introductions, and a
period of courtship, are necessary; and, if the girl doesn't
like you, she won't have you. In general, the Chinese aren't
very highly sexed—so people tell us. The average young
man will be quite content to spend the evening dancing,
flirting, and drinking tea with his girl friend. Sex is an
affair of jokes and compliments and gaiety; a graceful
minor art, harmless, pretty and gentle as flower-painting
on a fan. Most of the girls are attractive, but few are
really beautiful: as a rule their faces are too broad and
flat. Nearly all of them have superb figures. They wear
sleeveless Chinese gowns of patterned silk, tight under the
armpits, with a high collar clasped close round the throat.
The gown falls to the ankles, but its sides are slashed, so
that the wearer's legs when she moves are visible right up
to the knee.
This morning we were visited by Mr. C. C. Yeh, a shy
young man whom we met yesterday at the literary tea.
He is the author of a book of short stories in Esperanto,
Forgesitaj Homoj\ written under the pseudonym of 'Cicio
Mar9. Yeh was once a pupil of Julian Bell, when Bell was
a professor at the Wuhan University. Like Macdonald he
belongs to a propaganda group in the political depart-
ment of the Military Council. This group includes a num-
ber of writers who, until recently, have been in prison for
their liberal or left-wing opinions. Yeh himself was in
Japan when the war started. The Japanese police arrested
him on the suspicion that he was an anarchist. * You must
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